
HOW 
TO
MAINTAIN YOUR

COATED VEHICLE



Your vehicle is now equipped with the best performing 
ceramic coating out there - CQUARTZ. 

This simple guide will show you how to properly care for 
it, to maximise durability and performance, while keeping 

your vehicle looking better than new.



01 Decontaminate
During regular use, brake dust and road grime become sintered to the surface of your wheels and the car’s 
paintwork. Brake dust contains high levels of iron and once sintered to the rim, becomes extremely difficult to 
remove without the use of harsh chemicals. 

IronX works by forming a water-soluble complex with the iron particles lodged in the surface, allowing them to be 
rinsed free, and cleaning deeper than washing or claying alone.
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Spray IronX on the wheels and let it dwell for 2 minutes. Purple 
streaks will appear - these are the water-soluble iron complexes.

Use brushes to clean every part of the wheel  
and wait another 2 minutes.

Use MultiX diluted 1:5 and a firmer brush to clean the tyres. 

Rinse everything off.

IRONX

COATED PAINT 
AND WHEELS:

EVERY 6 MONTHS

UNCOATED WHEELS:

1-2 MONTHS

PRO TIP

Matte/sanded wheels should be presprayed with Lift or MultiX. 
Then rinse off before using IronX.

1- 6
MONTHS



02 Pre-wash
Pre-washing allows to dissolve and lift all types of dirt and grime in a touch-less manner,  
preventing scratches and swirls during the wash phase.

Lift uses 12pH alkyl cleaning ingredients, which are strong yet gentle. During the dwell period, Lift’s bubbles will 
burst and move, encouraging soaking and cleansing agents to start working. 

MultiX comes in a concentrated formula capable of removing all manner of filth and soiling. It offers a great deal of 
versatility with uses both on the interior, exterior, engine bay, and more. 
NOTE: Remember never wash in direct sunlight. Exposed products may cause damage to paintwork.
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If possible, use MultiX 1:20 or Lift 1:10 in a foam lance  
or foam sprayer. This technique allows for a longer dwell time.  
It’s also possible to use them in a normal spray bottle.

Don’t forget to spray the inner fenders.

Rinse everything off starting with the roof.

LIFT MULTIX

PRO TIP

Use hot water to improve cleaning performance!

IN WINTER:

EVERY 1-2 MONTHS

IN SUMMER:

EVERY 3 MONTHS

1-3
MONTHS



03 Detail wash
Wash your car to perfection!
NOTE: Remember never to do it in direct sunlight. The shampoo should never dry.

Reset Shampoo was developed as the perfect partner to nanotechnology sealants and coatings 
with cleaning properties tailored to their unique needs.
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Dilute Reset 1:500 (40ml : 20l / 1,35oz : 5gal)

Detail wash using CARPRO Reset with soft bristle detailing brushes in 
tight areas first.

After that hand wash your car using the “2 buckets” method with the 
CARPRO Merino Wool Wash mitt

You can use CARPRO Clarify for perfect glass cleaning. 

Rinse everything off starting with the roof.

RESET

PRO TIP

Use the Merino Wool mitt for every part above your knees and 
the Microfiber Wash mitt to clean the areas below your knees.

EVERY
WASH

USE 

WHENEVER 
YOUR CAR NEEDS  
A WASH



04 Dry
The CARPRO DHydrate Drying Towel is designed to easily slide across vehicle surfaces and pull 
every drop of water off the surface leaving it spotless, shiny and ready to admire.

The high-density microfiber weave of the GlassFiber Towel provides effortless and streak-free 
glass cleaning with minimum residue and streaking.
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Simply lay the DHydrate towel flat over the paint surface and 
slowly drag it across.

Use the GlassFiber towel’s dry side (if used with Clarify before) 
to wipe glass dry.

Blow off any remaining water with an air compressor or blower.

DHYDRATE GLASSFIBER

EVERY
WASH

USE 

WHENEVER 
YOUR CAR NEEDS  
A WASH



RELOAD ELIXIR PERL

PRO TIP

Reload and EliXir work great on all surfaces:
paint, wheels and even glass!

05 Seal & Dress
Finish the look with a sealant and dressing. Use either Reload or EliXir as a sealant. 

Reload packs the glass-like gloss, hydrophobicity and dirt repellency of silica nanotechnology in a convenient spray-
on/wipe-off sealant. EliXir is a truly astonishing quick detailer which takes the gloss and extreme hydrophobicity of 
ceramic nanotechnology and puts it into a package that couldn’t be any easier to use. 

Perl is a water-based SiO2 multi-use dressing for trim and tyres.

Reload

 
 
EliXir

 
Perl

Spray undiluted onto a microfiber applicator and work it into the surface 
in a criss-cross motion. Use a new BOA towel to wipe off any residues 
with fast circular movements.

Use 2 short weave towels like CARPRO 2Face. Use the 1st towel to apply 
EliXir thin and the 2nd fresh dry towel to polish the surface.

Dilute Perl according to recommendations on the label. Apply using  
a tyre sponge or microfiber applicator and wipe off any residues after  
a few minutes.

PERL (TYRES):

EVERY 1 MONTH

SEALANTS:

EVERY 3 MONTHS

1-3
MONTHS



06
Accessories

Dilute

Applicators

Merino Wash mitt

MF Towels

MF Wash mitt

Detailing Brushes

Easy dilution ratio mixing bottles.

Perfect for applying your sealant.

• MF Applicator
• Tyre Applicator

The most delicate detail washing tool.

Perfect for wiping your sealant.

• Orange BOA Towel
• 2Face Towel

Premium MF wash mitt.

Delicate brushes for every cleaning task.

It’s all a joy and gets even easier when you have these at hand.
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